Ecm to psc conversion wiring diagram

Solar tracker stepper motor and circuit wiring help. Need help with photocell wiring on sewing
control box. Psc Motor. Wiring diagram for psc motor. Ac80 ac90 ac single phase motors. If not
make your own diagram at the time of disassembly. As 4 wire reversible psc motor motor
connection diagram for a 4 wire reversible psc. Psc motor typical wiring diagram for a psc
motor definition and characteristics. However some people still struggle with the wiring part of
the motor to the capacitor. There are variations in the color codings between manufacturers so
it is always best to check the old motor first to make sure the existing wiring system is
identified and diagrammed. For groschopp and volt ac80 ac90 and ac single phase motors.
Upflow downflow and horizontal blower section usable as an electric furnace control board
includes a fan delay in the cooling mode and is isolated from the air stream. Help interpreting
transformer wiring diagram. Schematic shows cw rotation facing the drive end. Motor wiring
and rotation reversing motor leads are either color coded or numbered for identification. I need
24v from m multi tap help me with diagram and wiring it up. Psc means permanent split
capacitor run capacitor permanently connected in series with the start winding run cap makes
the start winding an auxiliary winding once the motor reaches running speed does not have a
start capacitor. Wiring diagrams for groschopps ac single and three phase motors. As wiring
diagram with switch. This is how to det. For ccw rotation transpose the blue and yellow leads.
How to wire a run capacitor to a motor blowers condensers sometimes when a blower or
condenser fan motor goes bad a technician or even a diyer has issues wiring the new motor and
capacitormost motors come with clear instructions or a wiring diagram on the side. Psc blower
motor with the specifications noted in step 4 ideally a 3 speed tap motor should be used. Wiring
help for carpet cleaning machine. Motor Wiring Diagrams Groschopp. Psc Motor Diagram
Schematics Online. Adacel Tech Inc. Application Notes Bodine Electric Company. Climadry Ii
Modulating Reheat Climatemaster. Start Winding Archives Hvac School. Leeson Motor Wiring
Wiring Diagram. Sound System Interconnection. Fasco Wiring Diagrams Wiring Diagram. Cl
Compressors. Csir Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram. Psc Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram. Psc
Motor Properly ground the motor and install the capacitor in a location that protects the
terminals from a short circuit or ground fault. What do you do? You need to keep the house
from freezing and your customer too. You need to pull the ECM motor out of the unit and unplug
the 5 pin power plug and 16 pin control harness. Mount the PSC motor into the cradle and
attach the blower wheel. The first option is the easiest to accomplish. Simply run the power
wires from the motor back to the power coming into the furnace. But what do you do if your
customer objects to having the fan run all the time? DO NOT wire the motor directly to these
terminal since most of these will only handle 1 amp and the motor draws a lot more than that.
Here is a simple wiring diagram for accomplishing this:. Most controls do not look for this but
Carrier may have this as a proprietary. Apparently the inducer motor run all the time from that
point. They put a relay on inducer motor, but after heat cycles off and when comes back on it
locks out on vacuum psi switch saying psi switch stuck on. Can pull wire off psi switch and put
back on and goes through cycle. Then does the same thing when cycling back on. By not
having the x13 blower is it locking out the control board on heat mode. I would suggest
contacting your local distributor for assistance. Thanks for this interesting read. Do you have an
article on a permanent conversion to a PSC blower? Carrier Infinity with a failed 3.
Unfortunately, I am unfamiliar with the Carrier Infinity. I would suggest getting ahold of your
local Carrier distributor for technical assistance on this. You are commenting using your
WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account. You are commenting using your
Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new
comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. Enter your email address to subscribe to
this blog and receive notifications of new posts by email. Email Address:. Sign me up! York
Central Tech Talk. Skip to content. Home About. Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like
Loading I worked 25 years for contractors on anything from residential to large commercial
boilers and power burners. One of my goals has always been to "educate" dealers and
contractors. The reason for starting this blog was to share some knowledge, thoughts, ideas,
etc with anyone who takes the time to read it. The contents of this blog are my own opinions,
thoughts, experiences and should not be construed as those of Johnson Controls York UPG in
any way. I hope you find this a help. I always welcome comments and suggestions for postings
and will do my best to address any thoughts, questions, or topics you may want to hear about.
Thanks for taking the time to read my postings! Bookmark the permalink. September 29, at pm.
Psc stands for permanent split capacitor so, YES a. October 3, at pm. October 4, at am. Joseph
Blackstone says:. November 20, at pm. Luis says:. March 6, at pm. March 7, at am. Peter says:.
March 13, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in your details below
or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name required. Search
for:. Blog at WordPress. Add your thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. By

continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find out more, including how to
control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy. Forgot your Password? We welcome your comments
and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights reserved. You may freely link to
this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our terms of use. View our Privacy Policy
here. Toggle navigation subscribe. Log in. Remember Me? By logging into your account, you
agree to our Terms of Use and Privacy Policy , and to the use of cookies as described therein.
Login with Facebook Log in. Forgot Password? New Posts. Today's Posts. Community Member
List. Forum Actions Mark Forums Read. Quick Links View Forum Leaders. Thread Tools. Hi, I
have a Carrier heat pump air conditioner in my home. Last week the fan blower motor stopped
working. I called an AC company and the technician said that the blower motor needed to be
replaced. I found a video on Youtube that shows a AC technician changing the motor. I installed
it and wired it, but when I turn on the circuit breaker the blower motor runs continuously and the
digital thermostat is blank. I must have wired something wrong. Any advice please? View Public
Profile. Find all posts by henry34florida. Received 27 Votes on 22 Posts. There's a good chance
that you can repair your old ECM motor assuming you're handy with a soldering iron. See link
below for more information. Find all posts by Bob Received 17 Votes on 14 Posts. Post the
complete model number of your air handler. Find all posts by Houston The electronic part of the
motor is covered with a thick black rubbery insulation. You probably damaged the transformer if
you connected them directly to the new motor. Would that be the thermostat transformer?
Would that cause the problem I am experiencing with the continuously running motor?
Transformers cost a small fraction of the price of a motor. Would they know the part that I need
if I give them the model number of the air handler? Thank you Houston, you are a step ahead of
me. The Grainger 6ACH5 fan relay will work. You can get away with a smaller single pole relay
but I am getting much more reliable operation from the double pole double throw relays. Thank
you so much Houston! I really appreciate the help! I will get the parts tomorrow. That
transformer picture may be 6 or 7 years old. The price has probably gone up. Post back before
applying power to the new transformer. Some models use black for high voltage common and
some use white. Orange and red are the second high voltage leg depending on if you have or
volts to your unit. We will need to verify the connections to avoid another trip to the store.
That's okay. Thank you again! You will also need some wire nuts. I will post back as soon as I
get the new parts. Hi Houston, I went to Grainger and they had the transformer in stock. The fan
relay had to be ordered and I will be able to pick it up tomorrow morning. I have both parts and
wire nuts. This was the original part. Was it the transformer and relay all in one? It looks like a
combination of both new parts I purchased. Attached Images. Nope, that is just a transformer.
The relay is something that we are adding to have control over this PSC motor. You are
replacing an existing transformer and adding a relay. The new relay is in my second diagram
but not the original diagram Looks like you were wired to the volt post on the old transformer.
Can you tell which two high voltage wires on the new transformer you will be using to use
volts? Post a pic of the new transformer if you are in doubt. I am thinking the red and the white?
I cannot read the top of your new transformer to assist you from that picture. These are the
wires that are there. I hope these are clear enough. Air handler yellow and black are high
voltage. Air handler red and brown are low voltage. Cap off transformer red and cap off
transformer white individually. Transformer black and orange are high voltage. Transformer
yellow and blue are low voltage. Where is the blue wire that went to your old motor? Do you
have spade connectors and a crimper? Last edited by Houston; at PM. Capped off transformer
red and capped off transformer white individually. The blue wire is connected to the SPT. I don't
have the spade connectors, but I can run to Home Depot. It is 1 mile from my home. Please
define SPT. Smells like my spaghetti is on the table. I'll be back in a little while This is the SPT in
the handler. That wire feeds the coil on your new relay. It will not connect to the new
transformer. If you post a pic of the top of your new relay I can assist you in its location. Is your
transformer R wire blue or red? Okay, enjoy your spaghetti. This is the top of the relay. Is this
the red R wire you were asking about? The 2 bottom terminals of the relay are the 24 volt coil.
One of them will connect to SPT with the blue wire and the other will connect to the brown 24
volt common wire. Okay, so transformer blue connects to air handler red and transformer
yellow connects to air handler brown. Air handler black connects to transformer black and
transformer orange connects to air handler yellow. The motor has 3 speeds. Should I use the
medium or low speed? I think the red is the slow speed. I need the spade connectors, but I can
get them later. I'd use blue medium speed. Cap the other two speed wires individually. I have
seen people melt relay terminals by trying to wrap motor wires around them instead of using
spade connectors. Is the brown 24 colt common wire the same as the air handler brown? When I
have to use the same wire could I use a wire splicer? In post 22 I see 2 brown wires going into a
single spade connector for the transformer. I'd say that one of these wires went to the control

board and the other went to the old fan motor. That is the wire that will now feed the fan relay.
So after the brown wire goes into the transformer I can just connect the extra brown wire to the
yellow transformer wire? The black transformer wire is high voltage and the brown air handler
wire is low voltage. Hang on. I'll provide a pic Sorry, I meant to say brown to yellow. Page 1 of 6.
X13 Works, Some-what. My AC system is acting up. For the most part everything works fine
without fail Which motor for air handler blower fan. I have a Lennox heat pump, about 14 years
old and while my capacitor may be gett Blower Motor Replacement; Larger Motor? Blower
motor barely runs and when it does it Blower Motor slows down. After about 20 minutes of air I
can hear my blower motor slow down and speed up Insight for eliminating snow from long
drveway from big snows! Oil Light. Any Tips for Identifying Circuits and their breakers? Add on
to Vista 20P or a whole new system? Load balancing a main panel? Aprilaire A installation. How
do i insulate my PEX in my attic? Frameless shower door loose at top. Air Conditioning and
Cooling Systems. I think I have most of the wiring figured out but want to make sure before I flip
power. Where I'm currently stumped is: 1. Not sure if this should goto the W terminal on the
Honeywell Thermo 2. Old thermo used: Yellow wire fed into Y1 terminal, which goes to Y in the
furnace. Does this also get fed into the Y on the Honeywell? Thanks in advance for the help. The
joys of owning a home, and working on stuff you know nothing about!!! Mike Spencer on Apr
23, The unit stopped working so I started trouble shooting a few things. First was the contact
which had coming in but nothing going out also no volts coming from the thermostat wire
thermostat wire was pretty bad outside. I know the fan outside does work as I could manually
push the contact in and the fan would immediately come on. Also my thermostat in the house
hasn't been to my liking so I changed the contact, tstat wire, and tstat in the house. As before I
did these changes the blower inside the house works fine. After changing the contact I get v in
as well as volt out. I also get volts when i ground to the case and touch probe to each
connection on all components outside. I have a battle going on with this thing and would really
like to figure it out. Anywhere else I could look? Ask a Question. Question Title:. Your question
will be posted in:. Almost There! New User? Back to question. Remember Me? Page 1 of 3 1 2 3
Last Jump to page: Results 1 to 20 of Thread Tools Show Printable Version. I'm tired of my
noisy PSC blower motor. It's 1. This is my second Merit system in a new home. The first one
was even noisier. Maybe just change the motor, harness, and board? They probably use an
integrated fan board? Has anyone tried this? You could install a Gentech Evergreen or an U.
Motors EcoTech motor. Both are X motors and would work well for your application. Col
questions asked, answers received, ignorance abated. X3 That's the way to go. Make your
expertise uniquely valuable. Make your influence uniquely far-reaching. If you have a standard
one stage furnace , when your running on low RPM , with the Gentech motor you may not be
moving enough air across the Heat Exchanger to keep it from tripping on high limit, also the HX
temperature would be higher than normal affecting wear and tear of furnace and possibly
warranty. Should check with manufacture about the warranty, my guess and it's only a guess is
it will be void as your changing the manufactures design conditions. At the very least, your
suction pressure will be lower than normal due to not boiling off enough refrigerant and you
may bring back more liquid refrigerant to the compressor, than usual causing you to pull the oil
out of the compressor. Your duct work was designed to carry a certain amount of CFM, using
your current blower, with the new motor, you may get minimal air flow coming out of your
supply registers, especially if your duct work feeds two floors. Originally Posted by Bazooka
Joey. Have you ever installed one of these motors? And if you have, read the instructions?
Might want to look into why it is so loud in the first place to move X cfm. I guess I don't see why
it would be quieter if the cfm was unchanged. Originally Posted by bkmichael Originally Posted
by X13 motors can be dialed to for proper cfm based on static like anything else. If your furnace
is over heating then it's not on the right speed. Properly set up there should be no issue.
Originally Posted by Robert Roman. Originally Posted by SBKold. If you take the filter out and
leave the return grill open and the noise lessens. It may be the return is to small. This is a good
time to check static pressure for duct sizing. Closed vents etc. Also check to see if the blower
compartment is insulated. Yep, check your static pressure before putting in an ECM. You'll
know h
1998 cadillac deville interior
1989 bmw 325i fuse box diagram
holden rodeo parts manual
ow bad your duct is. And have a base line for when you install the ECM. Contractor locator map
How-to-apply-for-Professional How many times must one fix something before it is fixed?
There's not much noise from the grills. There was a return grill that would hum so I took it off
and installed strips of tape behind each louvre. It's quiet now. The thing thats undersized are

the main runs 12" round should have been 14" , and the filter rack. This hum on high speed is
like a resonance inside the furnace. On medium high with a poly filter it moves about CFM
which I can live with. Originally Posted by man from trane. To me adressing your airflow issues
would make alot more sense than an x13 motor. If you go with the new motor please post thr
outcome. I understand. I asked if he was serious because I thought maybe he slept through
class that day. Page 1 of 3 1 2 3 Last Jump to page:. Please read this Valves, Regulators, Filters,
Etc. All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved.

